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KLEEN KOTETM - ASPHALT EQUIPMENT, PAVER & TRUCK INSTRUCTIONS
REV. 022813

Use KLEEN KOTE to keep asphalt from sticking to tools, equipment and trucks. It can also be used in the water tanks of rollers. This
will reduce the amount of water needed to prevent stickage and will also leave a coating on the drum allowing the operator to get
off the pavement if the water should run out.

RATIOS (MIX KLEEN KOTE TO WATER)

1 to 8 -- Dump Box Release
1 to 11 thru 1 to 11 -- Equipment
1 to 50 -- Roller Water

TYPICAL COVERAGE RATES

1 gallon of mixed KLEEN KOTE will cover approximately 2,000 sq. feet (185 sq. meters), depending on the surface type. Spray
on for best results and ease of application.

1. DETERMINE YOUR MIX RATIO
Please see the above starting mix ratios. Ratios can be adjusted based upon your results. They may be adjusted up or down in one
part increments to achieve optimum results. NOTE: The more concentrate you add the thicker and more protective KLEEN KOTE will
be.
2. MIXING
Using a clean container, add KLEEN KOTE and water to achieve the recommended ratio for your application. Adding KLEEN KOTE to
water and then adding more water will eliminate the need for mixing. Do NOT mix with diesel, fuels or oils. Do NOT mix with other
release agents.
3. APPLICATION
KLEEN KOTE may be applied at any time. For best results, the application surface should be cleaned prior to application. Remove all
other release agents before applying KLEEN KOTE.
4. SPRAYING
Spray on and then let change from white to clear before using the treated equipment. If KLEEN KOTE freezes on the surface you are
treating, it will still work. Reapply after every use.

TIPS FOR USE

Remove all previously used release agents from the equipment prior to applying KLEEN KOTE. This will eliminate any adverse reaction
between KLEEN KOTE and any former release agents. For best results, spray the entire paver, truck or other equipment with KLEEN
KOTE the night before you pave. If you can’t apply the product the night before your next pave, you can apply the product just prior
to use. However, the KLEEN KOTE must turn from white to clear after it is sprayed on the equipment before you start paving.
KLEEN KOTE deposits a thin film of barrier protection. Do NOT remove the asphalt build-up from the paver or other equipment
during the paving process. This will remove the applied KLEEN KOTE, causing the fresh layer of asphalt to stick to the paver. KLEEN
KOTE must be re-applied to all areas of the paver where asphalt was removed and can be re-applied at any time during the paving
process. The paver should be sprayed every night regardless of whether or not you clean the machine prior to its next use.
KLEEN KOTE should be sprayed on the machine after every wash or job to help prevent rust will the machine is not being used.

NOTES

• Reapply KLEEN KOTE every time the machine is cleaned. This will protect the machine from corrosion when it is not in use and it will
be ready for the next time you pave.
• While the feeder track is running, apply KLEEN KOTE to the edges of the feeder track to prevent lock up in cool weather.
• You do not have to wait for the paver to dry after power washing it. KLEEN KOTE may be applied directly to a wet paver.
• Do not reapply KLEEN KOTE in the morning if you have already sprayed the machine the night before. By spraying the paver again,
you will weaken the grip of the first application of KLEEN KOTE.
• Once KLEEN KOTE has changed from white to clear, it will NOT wash off during rain. However, KLEEN KOTE can NOT be applied
during rain because it will rinse off before the product changes from white to clear.
• In freezing weather, mix product as needed. Concentrate will not freeze however premix may freeze.
If you have any questions regarding the use of this product please feel free to contact Customer Support .

